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African infrastructure critical to growth

n Contribution to SSA growth over the last decade:
– Infrastructure contributed 99 basis points 
– Structural policies contributed 68 basis points

n Infrastructure sectors: growth driver and limiting 
factor
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factor

n Raising all countries to level of the best in Africa 
could add 2.2 percentage points to per capita 
GDP growth

Of the increase in SSA’s per capita growth rates between 1990s vs. 2000s:Infrastructure contributed 99 basis points Structural policies contributed 68 basis pointsInfrastructure impact: Comes almost entirely from the ICT revolutionInadequate power supply is slowing growthRaising all countries to level of the best in Africa – Mauritius - could add 2.2 percentage points to per capita GDP growth



African countries lag behind their peers 
in other regions

Normalized units*

Sub-
Saharan 
Africa 
LICs

Other low-
income 
countries

Sub-
Saharan 
Africa 
MICs

Other middle 
income 
countries

Paved road density 31 134 94 141

Total road density 137 211 215 343

Mainline density 10 78 106 131

Source: AICD 2008

Mainline density 10 78 106 131

Mobile density 55 76 201 298

Internet density 2 3 5 8

Generation capacity 37 326 256 434

Electricity coverage 16 41 35 80

Improved water 60 72 75 86

Improved sanitation 34 51 48 74

Africa lags behind the rest of the DEVELOPING world in infrastructure. What is particularly striking is that both LOW & MIDDLE income countries in Africa, lag behind their respective low and middle income country peer groups in the rest of the world.The gap between Africa and the rest of the developing world is most striking with respect to power. The installed generation capacity per million population found in Africa’s low income countries is about one tenth of that found in other low income countries around the world, and electricity coverage is less than half.



And existing services very expensive
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Not only does Africa have very limited infrastructure, but the associated services are very expensive by global standards. In many cases, the cost of using infrastructure in Africa is more than twice as high as that in other developing regions, and for some countries and sectors the differential can be much larger. For example, road freight tariffs in Central Africa at $0.14 per ton-kilometre are about ten times as high as best practice levels in Asia. While power tariffs in small diesel based systems in west Africa (& East Africa such as Zanzibar – where undersea power cable is still under construction) can easily top $0.20 per kilowatt-hour, which is four times as high as those found in some other parts of the world.The reasons for these high tariffs is complex. In some cases, the cost of production is genuinely higher in Africa, particularly due to the very small scale of production, and reliance on inefficient technologies. For example, many countries rely on oil based generation technologies, or use satellites for international connectivity.In other cases, the problem is a lack of competition leading to very high profit margins. This explains, in particular, Africa’s high road freight tariffs. It also explains why the charges for international connectivity remain high in many countries even after they break free from dependence on satellites: due to monopolistic control of international gateways.



Overall price tag of $93 bn annually for 10 Yrs.

US$bn. pa
over 10 years

ICT 7.0 2.0 9.0
Irrigation 2.9 0.6 3.4

Capital
expenditure

Operating 
expenditure

Total

Irrigation 2.9 0.6 3.4
Power 26.7 14.1 40.8
Transport

8.8 9.4 18.2
WSS 14.9 7.0 21.9
Total 60.4 33.0 93.3

Source: AICD 2009

Adding-up the estimates produced by each of the sector models for each of the 24 countries and then scaling these up to cover the whole of Africa gives a total of $93 billion ANNUALLY  for the next DECADEIt is important to emphasize that while the bulk of this relates to investment, there is also an important share relating to operations and maintenance – an area of spending too often overlooked by policy-makers.Power stands out as having by far the largest spending needs at $40 bn pa, water and transport are a distant second with around $20 bn pa each.



40 percent of spending needs are for power

Main cause or trigger of 
power crisis in the country

Droughts
Oil price shock

Conflict
High Growth

Source: AICD 2009

The symptom of power spending needs weighing so heavily is that the continent is in the midst of a power crisis affecting more than 30 countries. The causes of that crisis differ across countries, but the effects are similar – regular blackouts leading to significant production losses and a drag on economic growth.Main cause or trigger of power crisis in the country are as follows:�        Droughts 	        Oil price shock        Conflict                    High Growth To restore power sector equilibrium, Africa will need to build some 7,000 MW of new capacity each year over the next decade, compared with the meager 1,000 MW each year of new capacity that have gone in over the last decade. Outside of South Africa, African power consumption is little more than 100 kilowatt-hours per person per year and falling. Even if all this power were allocated to residential use, this is barely enough to power one lightbulb per person for three hours a day. The entire installed capacity of Sub-Saharan Africa with its 48 countries and population of around 800 million is no more than that of Spain with a population of around 40 million.



Infrastructure needs as percentage of GDP 

Source: AICD 2009



Annualized Overall Spending Flows traced to needs

US$bn pa
Capital expenditures

Public 
Sector
O&M

Public
Sector

ODA Non-OECD 
financiers

Private 
sector

Total
Grand 
Total

Existing spending of $45 bn – much higher 
than previously thought

O&M Sector financiers

Middle income 10.3 3.1 0.2 0.0 2.3 5.7 16.0 

Resource rich 2.5 3.9 0.6 1.7 3.8 10.0 12.5 
Low income -
no fragile 4.4 1.7 2.6 0.6 2.1 7.0 11.4 
Low income -
fragile 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 1.4 2.2 

Total SSA 
20.4 9.4 3.6 2.5 9.4 24.9 45.3 

Source: AICD 2009
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PPPs are key for closing the $48bln gap

n Management Contracts
– Affermage (electricity and WSS)
– Outsourcing – e.g., handling billing; metering; transport; cleaning
– Hybrids: rely on simpler contractual arrangements & may blend 
public & private moneypublic & private money

n Public Private Partnerships
– Concessioning

• BOT; BOOT;
• BOOS; BOOST; BOR; BRT; BTO
• BOO; 

n Privatisation
– Divestiture



PPI – a mix of different contracting forms in 
different sectors

Extent of PPI Experience Prospects

ICT

Mobile 
telephony

Over 90% of countries 
have licensed multiple 
operators

Exponential increase in 
coverage

Various countries could 
grant additional licenses

Fixed 
telephony

60% of countries have 
divested SOE incumbent

Controversial but with 
efficiency 
improvements

Various countries could 
still undertake divestiture

Source: Preliminary results AICD 2008

Power

Generation

34 IPPs invest US$2.5bn 
to install 3,000MW of 
capacity

Frequent 
renegotiations, costly 
to utilities

Likely to continue given 
huge capacity needs

Distribution
16 concessions and 17   
mgt or lease contracts

One quarter of 
contracts prematurely 
cancelled

Movement towards 
hybrid models with local 
firms



Transport & Water
Extent of PPI Experience Prospects

Transport

Airports
4 concessions investing 
less than US$0.1bn

No cancellations, some 
lessons learned

Limited number of 
additional cases viable

Ports

26 container terminal 
concessions invest 
US$2.5bn

Few cancellations, 
results positive

Quite good prospects, 
likely to continue

14 railroad concessions 
Frequent 
renegotiations, limited Likely to continue, but 

Railroads
14 railroad concessions 
invest US$0.4bn

renegotiations, limited 
investment

Likely to continue, but 
model must adapt

Roads
10 toll road concessions 
(RSA) invest US$1.6bn

No cancellations 
reported

Only 8% of network 
meets traffic threshold

Source: Preliminary results AICD 2008

Water

Water
26 contracts mainly mgt     
or lease contracts

40% of contracts 
prematurely cancelled

Movement towards 
hybrid models with 
local firms



Addressing the Efficiency Gap (USD 17 bn) 

n Public sector budget execution ratios only 65%
n Improving services could take time & resources which 
not readily available

n PS management could help address inefficiencies
n Management /Affermage Contacts - one solution

- Occur mainly in WSS; electricity & transport
- PS - remunerated via performance based fees – no investment 
requirement 

- Investments covered by Govts, Donors, or annual cash flows
- Benefits noted: short-term improvements & skills transfer

n Provide solution if conditions for success met
- On increase since 1990s.
- 17 in 15 countries
- But: only 3 still in operation; 4 terminated prematurely; others 
not renewed (e.g. Kenya Power & Lighting Company)
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Pitfalls of Management Contracts:

n General performance obligations to improve 
services
- Labour productivity
- Roll-out of service distribution
- Leakages & illegal connections

n Condition of assets transferred – often needs 
refurbishment or replacementrefurbishment or replacement

n Transfer of personnel – labour unions hostile as 
may threaten members benefits

n Tariffs & subsidies – very political issue
n Uganda & RSA – short-term expatriate contracts 
in WSS: gave way to local managers; 
independence; more training; better 
compensation – leading to greater efficiencies
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Bridging the Financing Gap (USD 31 bn)

n The private sector cannot do more than double over the next 

5-10 years (+$9 bn)

n PS comes from profit orientation  

n PPPs such as BOTs – large/complex mainly in Power & 

Transport
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Transport

n PS finance keeps project off Public Sector’s books & lowers 

debt ratios

n Range of options to consider for financing of Infrastructure

n BUT: Increased Public, ODA & non-OECD finance also needed



In favour of Private Sector involvement

n Alternative & diversified funding sources (IFIs, FDI, local capital 
markets)

n Limited impact on Govts credit capacity & rating
n Improved efficiency, closely managed costs & faster delivery
n Risk Transfer from  the Public Sector to the Private Sector
n Experienced industry professionals involved – ensures 

exhaustive appraisal of feasibility – less chance of failure
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exhaustive appraisal of feasibility – less chance of failure
n Maintenance of public sector strategic control & transfer back to 

Govt at end of concession period
n PPPs help to mobilise competition to drive down project costs & 

improve innovation
n Transfer of technology
n Development & deepening of local Capital markets
n Local lenders, subcontractors, suppliers involved



Pitfalls of Private Sector involvement

n Distortion of development priorities by choosing projects with 
high financial viability over projects with economic impact;

n Financing of PPPs (debt & equity) may be more expensive 
than public borrowings (where Govt capable of achieving better 
terms);

n Long duration & high cost of supervision;
n Public/ political resistance;
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n Public/ political resistance;
n Need to mitigate forex risk where debt denominated in foreign 

currency;
n Some loss of control of otherwise public responsibility;
n Possible loss of  income stream from sector concerned; and
n Supposed efficiency in practice may be negated by lack of 

competition  & increased costs – wiping out “value for money” 
justifications for doing PPP



Conclusions

n Use of PPPs  to bridge funding gap is 
recognized;

n PPPs being used increasingly to balance need 
against means;

n To achieve goals to increase PPI, governments 
need to ensure following:
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need to ensure following:
§ Clear objectives
§ Good public leadership
§ Strong government institutional capacities for oversight & 
implementation

§ Sustainable, credible policy & regulatory environment 
where Risk allocation balanced with rewards, clearly 
defined between both parties



Thank You!

Nova Capital Africa
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